
When Scripps Health opened its newly-

constructed John R. Anderson V Medical 

Pavilion in San Diego, California, Amanda 

Blommaert, Manager of Clinic Operations, wanted to 

completely redesign how the clinic engaged with medical 

science companies and representatives.  The new medical 

pavilion brought together twelve different specialty 

clinics for the first time, many of which were previously 

located in separate buildings. Each specialty had its own 

protocol and policies for engaging medical vendors and 

scheduling reps. Blommaert wanted to streamline the 

processes to create consistency, automate as much 

of it as possible, coordinate shared meeting spaces 

throughout the building and ensure providers were 

getting the information they needed when they needed 

it for their patients.  

“The educational sessions are important for our 

providers. As we came together with all of these 

specialties, we needed to ensure our providers get the 

right information at the right time. And,  we wanted to 

make sure the logistics, from booking rooms to ensuring 

smooth provider communications to tracking who was 

coming and going, were all handled seamlessly,” says 

Blommaert. 

In addition, Blommaert wanted physicians and staff to 

maintain their relationships with reps after the transition 

to a new and more integrated space. Reps provided 

valuable information about new drug regimens, Patient 

Assistance Programs (PAP), and grants, she says. “When 

we pick up the phone and call a rep, we are calling 

someone who understands how the clinic runs and what 

physicians and clinical staff want for their patients,” she 

adds.

CONNECTING WITH RXVANTAGE

Scripps Health had been using RxVantage in many of 

its care settings since 2012, and Blommaert thought it 

would be a good fit for the busy medical pavilion as well. 
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RxVantage intelligently connects physicians and medical 

staff members with reps who have the most relevant 

information, enabling practices to continue receiving in-

person education with minimal time and effort. 

Launching RxVantage was easy. Blommaert created 

an industry education meeting calendar for each 

department, ensuring that shared meeting spaces 

were reserved at the appropriate time and no conflicts 

would occur. She also provided key staff members with 

management access to RxVantage so they could control 

each department calendar. For example, clerical staff 

manage education and rep scheduling in the cardiology 

department, but medical assistants do it in primary care. 

Blommaert has access to all calendars so she can oversee 

the daily operations.  

“From a management standpoint, it is very useful because 

I can look on a day-to-day basis to see what education is 

occurring and in what rooms,” she says. “It helps me see 

the big picture.”

A staff member at the medical pavilion’s main information 

desk also has access to all calendars. “It clears up 

confusion. It is a good go-to place to check and make 

sure the rep is where they are supposed to be,” says 

Blommaert. “Before, we had to make a lot of phone 

calls. Now, there is a central location where we can find 

information.”

REMOVING THE HASSLE FROM SCHEDULING LIFE 

SCIENCE REPS

With RxVantage, it is about scheduling life science rep 

educational meetings with ease and getting more value 

out of every interaction, because of the quality and 

timeliness of the content. More specifically, Blommaert 

and her staff can:

• Ensure that providers and clinical staff are interested 

getting educated about the products or services they 

are interested in by setting criteria for rep bookings 

• Control the frequency with which certain reps can 

book appointments, including the ability to designate 

‘favorite’ reps

• Create appointment slots so reps can self-schedule in 

secure online calendars

• Easily add, edit, or delete appointments at any time 

• Require rep confirmation to reduce last-minute 

cancellations and no-shows

• Search for current reps by first/last name, product/

drug name, or company name to access contact 

information, appointment histories, notes, and more

• Send private messages to reps without having to 

share email addresses

Blommaert appreciates the structure that RxVantage 

provides. “We no longer have reps come into the offices 

randomly,” she says. “They do not want to do that anyway. 

We have more control over the process and specific times 

when reps are allowed into the clinical area. It is a type 

of transparency that we have never had before. It is a 

wonderful tool in that sense.”

Keeping physicians up-to-date on new drugs

RxVantage helps the John R. Anderson V Medical Pavilion 

tap into educational opportunities without having to 

devote significant internal resources to scheduling 

rep visits. The team aligned on internal guidelines to 

These days, we are all looking at efficiency and being 
cost effective. This is a tool that helps with that. 

There’s no wasted time.
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Reduced time spent scheduling and 
managing industry reps by 50%

Custom rules-based automated rep 
meeting calendar improved provider 
education 

Provided timely education for clinical staff 
members, including cardiology fellows
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define how frequently they prefer to receive updates 

from reps and what type of information or news was 

most important to them. These guidelines were used 

to establish rules that govern the rep self-scheduling 

process and have resulted in improved educational 

interactions in the eyes of the clinics’ providers. 

Blommaert says this education is particularly helpful for 

the clinic’s cardiology fellows. During daily educational 

sessions, attending physicians present cases, and reps 

provide information about new indications, labeling or 

dosing protocols. 

CUSTOMIZING SPECIALTY-SPECIFIC CALENDARS

With the help of RxVantage, each department maintains 

its own calendar for industry educational meetings. For 

example, the internal medicine department allows reps 

to schedule in-services between 8:00am and 9:00am. 

Cardiology allows in-services between 12:00pm and 

1:00pm. Departments can also easily schedule on-

demand meetings, should a specific question or need 

arise. “We now have the whole rep directory at our 

fingertips and can chat, call or have the rep here in person 

almost immediately if we need them,” says Blommaert.  

Because Blommaert designed the schedules to avoid 

overlapping shared meeting spaces, she does not need to 

worry about reps vying for the same conference rooms at 

the same time.

We no longer have industry reps come into the offices 
randomly. They do not want to do that anyway. We have 
more control over the process and specific times when 
they are allowed into the care team area. It’s a type of 
transparency that we’ve never had before.

Amanda Blommaert
Clinical Operations Manager

Scripps Clinic, John R. Anderson V Medical Pavilion
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MAXIMIZING STAFF EFFICIENCY

Because RxVantage is a cloud-based solution and easy 

to deploy, Scripps was able to quickly roll it out when the 

new medical pavilion opened, setting a new standard for 

how all providers would engage with medical science 

companies and representatives. Blommaert credits 

RxVantage with  cutting the time spent scheduling and 

managing reps in half, allowing staff to refocus on patient 

care. RxVantage automatically enforces Scripps’ rep 

visitation rules so every visit is in compliance. The system 

also enforces rep confirmations to avoid last minute 

cancellations and sends reminder notifications beginning 

two weeks in advance of an educational meeting.  If they 

do not respond to confirm, the visit is canceled, and other 

reps are notified of the opening. This all adds up to better 

meetings and less time spent managing those meetings 

for the office staff.

Staff also does not need to spend time providing basic 

information about the medical pavilion to reps (e.g., 

number of physicians, number of sample drops allowed 

per day, where to park and check in) because all of this 

information is readily accessed in RxVantage.

“We are all looking at how to be more efficient and cost 

effective while improving patient care,” says Blommaert. 

“This is a tool that helps with that. There is absolutely no 

wasted time and we love that.”

RxVantage digitizes the physician-industry rep relationship via a cloud-based platform that has saved offices and 

reps hundreds of thousands of hours previously wasted on scheduling in-person meetings manually. RxVantage 

was founded on the premise that the in-person exchange of knowledge between life-sciences companies and 

healthcare providers is key to improving patient care. Our mission is to apply technology to ensure that every 

interaction that physicians and their staff have with industry representatives is educational. The platform is free to 

use for all medical practices and reps, while reps have the option to upgrade to a paid account.
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Easy customized rollout with minimal 
training required.

Helps practices save time that they can 
reinvest into patient care.

Removes the hassle of scheduling drug 
reps manually.

Supports practices in their efforts to keep 
up with rapid advancement in new drugs 
and treatments.

Free web-based account—no contract, 
commitment, or catch.
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